Computing maximum independent sets in graphs is an important problem in computer science. In this paper, we develop an evolutionary algorithm to tackle the problem. The core innovations of the algorithm are very natural combine operations based on graph partitioning and local search algorithms. More precisely, we employ a state-of-the-art graph partitioner to derive operations that enable us to quickly exchange whole blocks of given independent sets. To enhance newly computed offsprings we combine our operators with a local search algorithm. Our experimental evaluation indicates that we are able to outperform state-of-theart algorithms on a variety of instances.
Introduction
In a simple and connected graph, an independent set is a subset of the nodes such that every pair of nodes that can be formed from the set is not adjacent. The maximum independent set problem is then to find the independent set in the graph with the largest possible cardinality. There are lots of applications that benefit from large independent sets such as information retrieval, signal transmission analysis, classification theory, economics, scheduling or computer vision [9] . As a more specific example, finding large independent sets is useful in map labeling [11] where one wants to maximize the number of visible non-overlapping labels on a map. Here, a graph model is built such that labels correspond to nodes and there is an edge between two nodes if the associated labels are overlapping. It is easy to see that a maximum independent set in the model yields a maximum number of non-overlapping labels.
The maximum independent set problem is closely related to the maximum clique problem and the minimum vertex cover problem. More precisely, the complement of an independent set I results in a vertex cover V \I and an independent set is a clique in the complement graph G. However, note that results from the maximum clique problem are usually only partially transferable to practical algorithms for the maximum independent set problem since building the complement of sparse graphs yields dense graphs. It is well known that all of these problems are NP-hard [10] . Thus, one relies on heuristic algorithms to find good solutions on large graphs.
Most of the work in literature considers heuristics and local search algorithms for the maximum clique problem (see for example [5, 15, 13, 16, 20, 14] ). These algorithms keep a single solution and try to improve it by using node deletions, insertions, swaps as well as the concept of plateau search. In this context, plateau search only accepts moves that do not change the objective function of the optimization problem. Heuristics usually employ node swaps to achieve that. A node swap refers to the replacement of a node by one of its neighbors; Hence, a node swap cannot directly increase the size of the independent set but can yield a situation where an additional node may get inserted to the solution. A very successful approach for the maximum clique problem has been presented by Grosso et al. [14] . In addition to the plateau search approach, different diversification operations are performed and restart rules are added. In the independent set context, Andrade et al. [1] extended the notion of swaps to (j, k)-swaps. A (j, k)-swap removes j nodes from the current solution and inserts k nodes. The authors present a fast linear-time implementation that, given a maximal solution, can find a (1, 2)-swap or prove that none exists. We implemented the algorithm and use it within our evolutionary algorithm to improve newly computed offsprings.
There are very few papers considering evolutionary algorithms for the maximum independent set problem. The general idea behind evolutionary algorithms is to use mechanisms which are highly inspired by biological evolution such as selection, mutation, recombination and survival of the fittest. An evolutionary algorithm starts with a population of individuals (in our case independent sets of the graph) and evolves the population into different populations over several rounds. In each round, the evolutionary algorithm uses a selection rule based on the fitness of the individuals of the population to select good individuals and combine them to obtain improved offspring [12] .
Bäck and Khuri [3] and Borisovsky and Zavolovskaya [6] use fairly similar approaches. They encode solutions as bitstrings such that the value at position i equals one if and only if node i is in the current solution. In both cases a classic two-point crossover is used which randomly selects two crossover points p 1 , p 2 . Then all bits in between these positions are exchanged between both input individuals. Note that this likely results in invalid solutions. To guide the search towards valid solutions a penalty approach is used. A major drawback of the work by Bäck and Khuri [3] is that the authors only test their algorithm on synthetic instances. Moreover, in both cases the graphs under consideration are very small.
The main contribution of our paper is a very natural evolutionary framework for the computation of large maximal independent sets. The core innovations of the algorithm are combine operations based on graph partitioning and local search algorithms. More precisely, we employ the state-of-the-art graph partitioner KaHIP [21] to derive operations that enable us to quickly exchange whole blocks of given individuals. The newly computed offsprings are then improved using a local search algorithm. In contrast to previous evolutionary algorithms, each computed offspring is valid. Hence, we only allow valid solutions in our population and thus are able to use the cardinality of the independent set as a fitness function. The rest of paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 by introducing basic concepts and related work. We describe the core components of our evolutionary algorithm in Section 3. This includes a number of partitioning based combine operators that take two individuals as input as well as combine operators that can take multiple individuals as input. A summary of extensive experiments done to tune the algorithm and evaluate its performance is presented in Section 4. Experiments indicate that our algorithm computes very good independent sets and outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms on large variety of instances. Finally, we conclude with Section 5.
Prelimiaries

Basic Concepts
Let G = (V = {0, . . . , n − 1}, E) be an undirected graph with n = |V | and m = |E|. The set N (v) := {u : {v, u} ∈ E} denotes the neighbors of v. The complement of a graph is defined as G = (V, E) with E being the complement of E. An independent set is a subset I ⊆ V , such that there are no adjacent nodes in I. It is maximal, if it is not a subset of any larger independent set. The independent set problem is that of finding the maximum cardinality set among all possible independent sets. A vertex cover is a subset of nodes C ⊆ V , such that every edge e ∈ E is at least incident to one node within the set. The minimum vertex cover problem asks for the vertex cover with the minimum number of nodes. It is worth mentioning that the complement of a vertex cover V \ C always is an independent set by definition. A clique is a subset of the nodes Q ⊆ V such that there is an edge between all pairs of nodes from Q.
A k-way partition of a graph is a division of V into blocks of nodes
for some imbalance parameter . The objective is to minimize the total cut i<j w(E ij ) where E ij := {{u, v} ∈ E : u ∈ V i , v ∈ V j }. The set of cut edges is also called edge separator. The k-node separator problem asks to find k + 1 blocks, V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k and a separator S, that partition V , such that there are no edges between the blocks. Again, a balancing constraint demands |V i | ≤ (1 + ) |V |/k . However, there is no balancing constraint on the separator S. The objective is to minimize the size of the separator |S|. Note that removing the set S from the graph results in at least k connected components and that the blocks V i itself do not need to be connected components. By default, our initial inputs will have unit edge and node weights.
Detailed Related Work
We now discuss algorithmical details of the algorithm by Andrade et al. [1] . We call the algorithm ARW as an abbreviation for Andrade, Resende and Werneck. While we compare our algorithm against ARW, we also use it within our algorithm to improve newly created offsprings. Moreover, we shortly present the KaHIP graph partitioning framework since we use it to compute partitions and node separators.
ARW. One iteration of the ARW algorithm consists of a perturbation and a local search step. The ARW local search algorithm uses simple 2-improvements or (1, 2)-swaps to gradually improve a single current solution. A (j, k)-swap removes j nodes from the solution and then inserts k new nodes into it. A (1, 2)-swap in particular removes a single node from the solution and adds two other free nodes. A node is called free, if none of its neighbouring nodes can be found in the current solution. The tightness of a node τ (v) is the number of neighbouring solution nodes. Hence, free nodes have zero tightness. The simple version of the local search algorithm then iterates over all nodes of the graph and looks for a (1, 2)-swap. It is shown, that this procedure can find a valid (1, 2)-swap in linear time O(m), if it exists. This is achieved by using a data structure that allows insertion and removal operations on nodes in time proportional to their degree. The data structure basically divides the nodes into solution nodes, free nodes and non-free non-solution nodes. The perturbation step used for diversification, forces nodes into the solution and removes neighboring nodes as necessary. In most cases, one node is forced into the solution per iteration. With a small probability the number of forced nodes f is set to higher value: f is set to i + 1 with probability 1/2 i . Moreover, the current node to be forced into a solution is picked from a number of random candidates. Among those candidates the vertex that has been outside the solution for the longest time is picked. We refer the reader to original paper for more details about the ARW algorithm. There is also an even faster incremental version of the algorithm that maintains a list of candidates. We use this version of the algorithm here.
KaHIP. Karlsruhe High Quality Partitioning -is a family of graph partitioning programs that tackle the balanced graph partitioning problem [21, 22] . The algorithms in KaHIP have been able to compute the best results in various benchmarks. It implements different sequential and parallel algorithms to compute k-way partitions and node separators. In this work, we use the sequential multi-level graph partitioner KaFFPa (Karlsruhe Fast Flow Partitioner) to obtain partitions and separators for the graphs. In particular, we use specialized partitioning techniques based on multilevel size-constrained label propagation [18] .
Evolutionary Components
We now discuss the main contributions of the paper. We begin by outlining the general structure of our evolutionary algorithm and then explain how we build the initial population. Finally, we present our new combine operations and the methods we use for mutation.
General Structure
As previous work [3, 6] we use bitstrings as a natural way to represent individuals/solutions in our population. More precisely, an independent set I is represented as an array s = {0, 1} n where s[v] = 1 if and only if v ∈ I. The general structure of our evolutionary algorithm is very simple. Our algorithm starts with the creation of a population of individuals (in our case independent sets in the graph) and evolves the population into different populations over several rounds until a stopping criterion is reached.
In each round, our evolutionary algorithm uses a selection rule that is based on the fitness of the individuals (in our case the size of the independent set) of the population to select good individuals and combine them to obtain improved offspring. In contrast to previous work [3, 6] , our combine and mutation operators always create valid independent sets. Hence, we use the size of the independent set as a fitness function. That means that there is no need to use a penalty function to ensure that the final individuals generated by our algorithm are independent sets. As we will see later when an offspring is generated it is possible that it is a non-maximal independent set. Hence, we apply one iteration of ARW local search without the perturbation step to ensure that it is locally maximal and apply a mutation operation to the offspring. We use mutation operations Algorithm 1 Steady State Evolutionary Algorithm with Local Search create initial population P while stopping criterion not fulfilled select parents I 1 , I 2 from P combine I 1 with I 2 to create offspring O ARW local search+mutation on offspring O evict individual in population using O return the fittest individual that occurred since it is of major importance to keep the diversity in the population high [2] , i.e. the individuals should not become too similar, in order to avoid a premature convergence of the algorithm.
We then use an eviction rule to select a member of the population and replace it with the new offspring. In general one has to take both into consideration, the fitness of an individual and the distance between individuals in the population [2] . Our algorithm evicts the solution that is most similar to the newly computed offspring among those individuals of the population that have a smaller or equal objective than the offspring itself. Once an individual has been accepted into the population we further refine it using additional iterations of the ARW algorithm. The general structure of our evolutionary algorithm follows the steady-state approach [8] which generates only one offspring per generation. We give an outline in Algorithm 1.
Initial Solutions
We use three different approaches to create initial solutions. Each time we create an individual for the population we pick one of the approaches uniformly at random. The first and most simplistic way is to start from an empty independent set and add nodes at random until no further nodes can be added. To ensure that adding a node results in a valid independent set we have to check if the node is free. We do this by simply checking if any of the surrounding nodes is already in the set. The method adds a decent amount of diversity during the construction phase, which over an extended period of time can lead to good solutions.
Secondly, we use a greedy approach similar to Andrade et al. [1] . Starting from an empty solution, we always add the node with the least residual degree which is the number of free neighbors. After a node is added to the solution, we remove all its neighbouring nodes from the graph and update the residual degree of their neighbors. We repeat the procedure until no further node can be added. The implementation is done using a simple bucket priority queue which groups nodes into buckets based on their residual degree. This allows us to pick a random node each time multiple nodes share the same residual degree.
The last approach that we use to create initial solutions is also a greedy one. Here, we take a detour and generate an independent set by computing a vertex cover. We first create a vertex cover and then compute its complement to get an independent set. The algorithms also starts with an empty solution and then always adds the node that will cover the most currently uncovered edges. We repeat this until all edges are covered and then return the corresponding independent set. Note that the two greedy algorithms compute different independent sets (e.g. consider a path with five nodes). While the first approach always maintains an independent set and tries to improve it, the second approach can only return an independent set once the algorithm has terminated.
Combine Operations
We perform different kinds of combine operations which are all based on graph partitioning. The main idea of our operators is to use a partition of the graph to exchange whole blocks of solution nodes. In general our combination operators try to generate new independent sets that are not necessarily maximal. We then perform a maximization step that adds as many free nodes as possible. Afterwards, we apply a single iteration of the ARW local search algorithm to ensure that our solution is locally optimal. Depending on the type of the operator, we use a node separator or an edge separator of the graph that has been computed by the graph partitioning framework KaHIP. As a side note, small edge or node separators are vital for our combine operations to work well. This is due to the fact that large separators in the combine operations yield offsprings that are far from being maximal. Hence, the maximization step performs lots of fixing and the computed offspring is not of high quality. This is supported by experiments presented in Section 4.1.
The first and the second operator need precisely two input solutions while our third operator is a multi-point combine operator -it can take multiple input solutions. In the first case, we use a simple tournament selection rule [19] to determine the inputs, i.e. I 1 is the fittest out of two random individuals r 1 , r 2 from the population. The same is done to select I 2 . Note that due to the fact that our algorithms are randomized, a combine operation performed twice using the same parents can yield a different offspring.
Node Separator Combination. In its simplest form, the operator starts by computing a node separator V = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ S of the input graph. We then use S as a crossover point for our operation. The operator generates two offsprings. More precisely, we set
. In other words, we exchange whole parts of independent sets from the blocks V 1 and V 2 of the node separator. Note that the exchange can be implemented in time linear in the number of nodes. Recall that the definition of a node separator implies that there are no edges running between V 1 and V 2 . Hence, the computed offsprings are independent sets, but may not be maximal since separator nodes have been ignored and potentially some of them can be added to the solution. We maximize the offsprings by using the greedy independent set algorithm from Section 3.2. The operator finishes with one iteration of the ARW algorithm to ensure that we reached a local optimum and to add some diversification. An example illustrating the combine operation is shown in Figure 1 .
Edge Separator Combination. This operator computes offsprings by taking a detour over vertex covers. It starts by computing a bipartition V = V 1 ∪ V 2 of the graph. Let C i be the vertex cover V \I i . We define temporary vertex cover offsprings similar to before:
Unfortunately, it is possible that an offspring created this way contains some non-covered edges. These edges can only be a subset of the cut edges of the partition. We want to add as little nodes as possible to our solution to fix this. Hence, we
Figure 1: An example combine operation using a node separator V = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ S. On top two input individuals/independent sets, I 1 and I 2 , are shown. Bottom left: a possible offspring that uses the independent set of I 1 in block V 1 and the independent set of I 2 in block V 2 . Bottom right: the improved offspring after ARW local search has been applied to improve the given solution and to add nodes from the separator to the independent set.
add a minimum vertex cover of the bipartite graph induced by the non-covered cut edges to our vertex cover offspring. The minimum vertex cover in a bipartite graph can be computed using the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm. Afterwards, we transform the vertex cover back to an independent set, and follow our general approach by applying ARW local search to reach a local optimum.
Multi-way Combination. Our last two operators are multi-point crossover operators that extend the previous two operators. Both of them divide the graph into a number of blocks k. Depending on the type of the operator, a node or edge separator is used. We start with the description of the node separator approach where
The operator selects a number of parents. We then calculate the score for every possible pair of a parent I i and a block V j . The score of a pair is the number of the parents solution nodes inside the given block. We then select the parent with the highest score for each of the blocks to compute the offspring. As before, since we left out the separator nodes we use a maximization step to make the solution maximal and afterwards apply ARW local search to ensure that our solution is a local optimum. If we use an edge separator for the combination, we start with a k-way partition of the nodes V = V 1 ∪ . . . ∪ V k . This approach also computes scores for each pair of parent and block. This time the score of a pair is defined as the number of the vertex cover nodes of the complement of an independent set inside the given block. We then select the parent with the lowest score for each of the blocks to compute the offspring. As in the simple vertex cover combine operator, it is possible that some cut edges are not covered. We use the simple greedy vertex cover algorithm to fix the offspring since the graph induced by the non-covered cut edges is not bipartite anymore. We then once again complement our vertex cover to get our final offspring.
Mutation Operations
After we performed a combine operation, we apply a mutation operator to introduce further diversification. Previous work [3, 6] uses bit-flipping for mutation, i.e. every bit in the representation of a solution has a certain probability of being flipped. We can not use this approach since our population only allows valid solutions. Instead we perform forced insertions of new nodes into the solution and remove adjacent solution nodes if necessary as in the perturbation routine of the ARW algorithm. Afterwards we perform ARW local search to improve the perturbed solution.
Miscellanea
Instead of computing a new partition for every combine operation, we hold a pool of partitions and separators that is computed in the beginning. A combine operation then picks a random partition or node separator from the pool. If the combine operations have been unsuccessful for too many iterations, we compute a fresh set of partitions. In our experiments we used two-hundred unsuccessful combine operations as a threshold. Additionally, we have to ensure that the partitions created for the combine operations are sufficiently different over multiple runs. However, although KaHIP is a randomized algorithm, small cuts in a graph may be similar. To avoid similar cuts and increase diversification of the partitions and node separators, we additionally give KaHIP a random imbalance ∈ rnd [0.05, 0.75] to solve the partitioning problem. Additionally, we tried one more combine operator based on set intersection. This operator computes an offspring by keeping the nodes that are in both inputs which is by definition an independent set. However, our experiments with the operator did not yield good results so that we omit further investigations here.
Experimental Evaluation
Methodology. We have implemented the algorithm described above (EvoMIS) using C++ and compiled all algorithms using gcc 4.63 with full optimization's turned on (-O3 flag). We mainly compare our algorithm against the ARW algorithm since it has a relatively clear advantage in Resende et al. [1] . The algorithm by Grosso et al. [14] has originally been formulated for the maximum clique problem. Andrade et al. [1] used an implementation of the algorithm for the maximum independent set problem. Hence, we also compare against the results of the algorithm by Grosso et al. presented in the paper of Andrade et al. [1] . Additionally, we compare ourselves with our implementation of the evolutionary algorithm presented by Bäck and Khuri [3] .
Unless otherwise mentioned, we perform five repetitions where each algorithm that we run gets ten hours of running time to compute a solution. Each run was made on a machine that is equipped with two Quad-core Intel Xeon processors (X5355) which run at a clock speed of 2.667 GHz. It has 2x4 MB of level 2 cache each, 64 GB main memory and runs Suse Linux Enterprise 10 SP 1. We used the fastsocial configuration of the KaHIP v0.6 graph partitioning package [21] to obtain graph partitions and node separators. The test results for the ARW algorithm were obtained by using the original algorithm from Andrade et al. [1] . Within the evolutionary algorithm we used our own implementation of the ARW algorithm.
We mostly present two kinds of data: maximum values, average values, minimum values as well as plots that show the evolution of solution quality. We now explain how we compute the convergence plots. Whenever an algorithm creates a new best independent set S it reports a tuple (t, |S|), where the time stamp t is the currently elapsed time and |S| refers to the size of the independent set that has been created. Since we perform multiple repetitions, the final plots correspond to average values over these repetitions. To compute these we take the time stamps of all repetitions and sort them in ascending order. For each time stamp in this series, we report the average value of the best solution size of each repetition at that time.
Algorithm Configuration. After an extensive evaluation of the parameters [17] , we fixed the population size to two hundred fifty, the partition pool size to thirty, the number of ARW iterations to 15 000 as well as the number of blocks used for the multi-way combine operations to sixty-four. In each iteration, one of our three combine operations is picked uniformly at random. However, our experiments indicate that our algorithm is not too sensitive about the precise choice of the parameters. We mark the instances that have also been used for the parameter tuning in [17] in Appendix A with a *.
Instances. We use graphs from various sources to test our algorithm. We divide them into five categories: social networks, meshes, road networks, networks from finite element computations as well as networks stemming from matrices. Social networks include citation networks, autonomous systems graphs or web graphs taken from the 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge benchmark set [4] . Road networks and meshes are taken from Andrade et al. [1] and have been kindly provided by Renato Werneck. Meshes are dual graphs of triangular meshes. Networks stemming from finite element computations have been taken from Chris Walshaw's benchmark archive [23] . Graphs stemming from matrices have been taken from the Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [7] . We randomly selected one from each group of all real, symmetric matrices having between 10K and 65K columns. A graph is derived by inserting a node for each column and creating an edge between two nodes u, v if the corresponding matrix entry is non-zero. Self-loops are removed from the graphs.
Main Results
We now shortly summarize the main results of our experiments. First of all, in 50 out of the 67 instances, we either improve or reproduce the maximum result computed by the ARW algorithm. Our algorithm computes a maximum solution that is strictly larger than the maximum solution computed by the ARW algorithm in 21 cases. Contrarily, in 17 cases the maximum result of the ARW algorithm is larger then the maximum result of our algorithm. When looking at average values, we get 23 cases in which our algorithm strictly outperforms the ARW algorithm, and 17 cases for the opposite direction. Remarkably, when looking at the graphs obtained from the Florida Sparse Matrix collection, the average value of the ARW algorithm only outperforms our algorithm on one instance. The mesh family that we use in this paper has also been used in the original ARW paper [1] . We like to stress that most of the maximum results of the ARW algorithm are strictly larger than the maximum values originally reported by Andrade et al. [1] (including the maximum values presented there of the algorithm by Grosso et al. [14] ). Except for four instances the same holds for our algorithm. On these four instances, our algorithm is worse than the original maximum value of the ARW algorithm. On the mesh family, in 8 out of 14 cases our algorithm computes the best result ever reported in literature. On road networks and the largest graphs from the mesh family as well as Walshaw family the ARW algorithm outperforms our algorithm. We tried to give both algorithms more time, i.e. a whole day of computation, but did not see much different results. Lastly, there is an interesting observation on social networks, that is in 5 out of 9 cases the minimum, average and maximum result produced by both algorithms are precisely the same. We suspect that these instances are in a sense easy and that both algorithms compute the optimal result or are very close to the optimum. We provide detailed per instance results in Appendix A. Figure 2 shows how solution quality evolves over time on four example instances from the mesh family for both algorithms. As one would suspect, our algorithm almost keeps its level of solution quality in the beginning since it has to build the full population before it can start with combine and mutation operations. Contrarily, the ARW algorithm can directly start with local search and improve its solution. Hence, the solution quality of the ARW algorithm rises above the solution quality of our algorithm. As soon as our algorithm finished to compute the population, solution quality starts to improve and eventually the size of the computed independent sets becomes better than the solution quality of the ARW algorithm.
We also implemented the algorithm presented by Bäck and Khuri [3] . The algorithm uses a two-point crossover as a combine operation, as well as a bit-flip approach for mutation. Solutions created by the combine and mutation operations can be invalid. Hence, a penalty approach is used to deal with invalid solution candidates. In the original paper, the algorithm is only tested on small synthetic or random instances (≤ 200 nodes). We tested the algorithm on the four smallest graphs from the mesh family and gave the algorithm ten hours of time to compute a solution. However, the best valid solution created during the course of the algorithm never exceeded the size of the best solution after the initial population has been created. This is due to the fact that the two-point crossover and the mutation operations found valid solutions very rarely so that the average solution quality of the population degrades over time. On average, final solution quality of the algorithm has been more than 20% worse than the final result of our algorithm. Due to the bad solution quality observed, we did not perform additional experiments with this algorithm.
The Role of Graph Partitioning. To estimate the influence of good partitionings in this context, we performed an experiment in which partitions of the graph have been obtained by simple breadth first searches. More precisely, we obtain a two-way partition of the graph using a breadth first search starting from a random node. Every node touched by the breadth first search is added to the first block, and every node not touched by the breadth first search is added to the second block. The breadth first search is stopped as soon as a specified number of nodes has been touched. In our experiments, using this approach instead of the approach that uses a graph partitioner to compute a partition yields significantly worse results. The influence of all the different combine operators that we use here is presented in the thesis [17] .
Conclusion
We presented a very natural evolutionary framework for the computation of large maximal independent sets. Our core innovations are combine operations that are based on graph partitioning and local search algorithms. More precisely, our combine operations enable us to quickly exchange whole blocks of given individuals. In contrast to previous evolutionary algorithms for the problem, our operators are able to guarantee that the created offspring is valid. Experiments indicate that our algorithms outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms on large variety of instances -some of which are better than every reported in literature. Important future work includes a coarse-grained parallelization of our approach which can be done by using an island-based approach. Moreover, it would be interesting to improve the solution quality of our approach on road networks and to compare our algorithms with exact approaches. Additionally, it would be interesting to overcome the slow start of our algorithm due to the initialization of the population. For example, one could try to adjust the size of the population dynamically.
